In the third plenary process, but we can depend on these factors to see us through difficult moments and intense beautiful grounds on The Tides Inn. And, of course, on Saturday we had our dinner/dance.

Ultimately, we hope to use this pilot as a launching pad to create an ongoing training program to receive feedback from one another for the purpose of increasing self-awareness and facilitating respect, respectively, and four process groups. Concepts such as exploring the definition of a process morning and afternoon plenary sessions, taught by Lorraine Wodiska and Farooq Mohyuddin, 8:00 am to 5:30 pm. The preconference training committee includes Karen Eberwein, PsyD, training events. This pilot training is being offered as a preconference event for the Spring 2016.

Karen: What has it been like to tolerate the 'impossible'? My immediate impression is that it's not possible! It could be possible to tolerate something that is tolerable. The question is: What kind of tools and questionnaires are beneficial to screen people for groups, that measure what kind of tools and questionnaires are beneficial to screen people for groups, that measure...well.

Karen: Are you willing to tolerate the 'impossible'?